Development Of The Brand Management
Paper Objective
We chose this article because we have provided extensive knowledge of the concepts
mentioned in the article. The main objective of this article is to develop brand management
conceptual models to protect property rights. Articles under brand management play an
important role in creating trademark rights.

See the Literature
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The complexity of the business market is the fragmentation and changing markets and media
channels. Introducing concepts included concepts of conceptual model. In addition, 14
principles of award-winning services have been defined by this theory.

Increasing Importance Of Organizational Abstracts
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This gives the organization the importance of increasing the importance of intangible resources.
Brands are essentially intangible assets to add value to a business. This is the most important
business, so pay special attention to its value and equity.
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Non-Profit Experts Source
A broader way of attracting influential customers and earlier stocks, primarily by brand
approach. The other is the legal protection of property rights such as patents and copyright. It's
all about protecting your brand, such as companies that protect their logo with registered
trademarks. Special logos pay special attention to customers, add a unique image, customer
value, and other copy companies

Build Brand Management and Protection Property Rights
To survive in competitive environments, the brand must reflect the company's strategic outlook.
There are three steps to creating a brand claim
1. The mindset to guide the brand
2. Development of internet trademark capabilities
Mainly, Brand Oriental is such a method where the process of organization wanders around
development and creativity. Brand Orientation is the direction of the market, which is strategic
and market oriented. There are strategic markets (abroad) and markets (abroad). The
management of the company always takes into account the market segment that the customer
is not always right.
This does not mean that watching external branding is not necessary, the debate is that it is not
enough to just throw a brand, but every consumer must include "brand sentiment" in mind. We
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must develop a close relationship between corporate culture and corporate culture which plays
an important role in the organization.
While talking about the brand management continuity with the mind set up to focus on the brand
under the brand, we suggest that they also consistently deliver a key role to the brand. Brand
Reputation is one of the brand's main tangible assets.
We have compiled the results of the literature review to suggest brand ideas for the protection
of property rights. With the help of promising brand theory delivery we have been organizing this
stage at Kalpana Kavtradat such as P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6
To protect commercial property rights, we have combined six proposals to form the basis for a
complex brand management theory. This is a three-stage model because there are three main
steps. These properties are meant for the establishment and protection of wealth rights. There
are three steps as follows
Accept the mindset of the brand facility
Internal brand
Consistent brand distribution
Limitation of Paper
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Conclusion
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One of the best quality cases used to illustrate theories of principle of limitation is only the best
study cases. In other cases it is likely to be lower than the model.

In the past two decades, extensive research has been done on the concept of brand and brand
concept. With the help of 14 cases, the difference between the specific model and the case by
the process model has been corrected.
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